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The crisis of space in a capitalistic society
Capitalist means of spatial production and territorial management are more than ever
undergoing a crisis. Global capitalistic space is polarised between the North and the
South, furrowed with unprecedented flows (of money, resources, people, etc.) for the
most part in one direction. Certain cities are undergoing uncontrolled growth or
decline, whether they are globalised under the control of mafias or obscure interest
groups (religious, economic, political) in the South, or under pressure from economic
mutations such as shrinking cities in the North. From an ecological standpoint, the
modes of territorial occupation and exploitation are evolving into a planetary
stalemate: every day the surfaces of natural land diminish, making way for concrete,
implicitly contributing to the decrease of biodiversity. After years of study of the
« planetary garden », landscape architect, Gilles Clement, overtly criticizes the modes
of space anthropisation and underlines how unspoilt spaces play a role of protector. In
this line of thought, he specifies how revealing it is that the IFLA (International
Foundation of Landscape Architecture) assimilates industrial wastelands to
« endangered landscape ».
In the same way, sociologists and political scientists are trying to understand the major
changes linked to this global territorial management: changes in the modes and
temporality of labour, dislocation of traditional sociability forms, trivialization of
violence in an urban setting and, by counter-reaction, privatisation of public spaces
and the drive towards a multiplication of gated communities. For Arjun Appadurai, it
is due to a gap between contemporary cultural realities and the shapes that must insure
an acceptable level of social cohesion: the failure of the nation-state to bear and define
the lives of its citizens is perceptible through the increase in parallel economies,
private and semi-private police armies, secessionist nationalisms and nongovernmental organizations that offer alternatives to the national control of
subsistence and justice. » 2
At a micro scale, capitalistic space is drowned under promotional pressure that is
continually carried out by all communication means and media (mail, telephone,
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television, internet) transforming the home into an absolute centre of a consumerist
culture of the ephemeral. All objects are disposable; they are no longer recycled or
repaired by oneself. Marketing studies perfectly include family temporalities in order
to reach their different targets, at very specific hours, in their specific vulnerability
(greedy children, solitary unemployed, beloved animals, curious students, retired
people in good health, couples in love, etc.).
On a larger scale, capitalistic space is ever more limited and controlled: by a
permanent decrease in the field of possible actions within an urban space, by the
superimposition of numerous regulations and norms. In his attempt to imagine the
possibility of an ecological balance between environment, social issues and
subjectivity, Felix Guattari denounces the impoverishment and homogenisation
produced by the capitalistic control of the media and of public space: « productions of
« primary » subjectivity (…) are spreading on a truly industrial scale, especially by
media and infrastructure »3. This impoverishment of urban space can be seen via the
gradual disappearance of space devoted to public uses and that of space likely to be
appropriated for informal uses based on responsibility and reciprocal trust.
Referring to Jane Jacobs’ analysis, and singling out the inherent contradictions that
capitalism creates on space, in his book devoted to the production of space, Henri
Lefebvre underlines the abstract character of capitalistic space “which acts as a tool or
domination”.4 The methods and scenarios which try to be “creative” and “attractive”
(by offering Theme Parcs, Urban Renewal Zones, “City Branding” operations etc.) are
often a failure because space is above all considered in terms of financial yield and its
subjects are manipulated to accomplish just that. Capitalist economy continues to
create desubjectivated, consumerist and abstract urban spaces.
How is it possible to regain ownership, to resubjectivate the city? How does one act
being a professional of space issues; by what approach and by what political measure?
How is it possible to act being a regular inhabitant?
Desubjectivated space
For most of us, we react by simply following the same lifestyle since we lack
instruments to act; and by waiting for decisions to be made by high decision-making
bodies, decisions which are difficult to materialise because of the divergent interests
put into play and the macro-economic, geo-political unbalances which overlap
evermore at all levels.
What some of us, the most politically active, are able to do, is to react by criticizing,
by organizing demonstrations, signing petitions and publishing alarming information
on internet. But these reactions stay at an abstract and discursive level even if the
discourse sometimes « takes to the streets ». Acting « in the streets », in public space
and on a large scale is important and necessary, but sometimes leads to no outcome
and to no constructive proposals. And when there is an outcome, it is recovered by the
dominating power, often excluding those who, being concerned, articulated and asked
for those changes.
On the actual daily level, this barrier is due, among other things, to individuals being
reduced to roles which are void of any critical and active social position. Georgio
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Agamben points at the contemporary state which acts like some kind of
« desubjectivating machine, like a machine which blurs all classical identities and at
the same time, and Foucault states it very well, like a machine which recodes,
juridically speaking especially, dissolved identities. »5 Agamben goes on to underline
that the ground for this resubjectivation « is the same which exposes us to the
subservient process of biopower. Thus there is ambiguity and risk. Foucault
demonstrates: « the risk is that we re-identify ourselves, that we invest this situation
with a new identity, that we produce a new subject, very well, but a subject
subservient to the state, and from there we carry on, despite ourselves, with this
infinite process of subjectivation and subservience which is precisely the definition of
biopower. »6 The crisis related to space is doubled by the crisis of individual and
collective subjectivation.
If in our action we limit ourselves to a criticism of the institutions, that of the state
and of Capitalism, there is little hope for change. Acting to build « another world »
will continue to have limited impact as long as we don’t give ourselves the means,
individually within our reach, to reinvest urban space collectively, ecologically and
politically; as long as this space stays desubjectivated by our absence.
For the past few years and through a series of practical experiments begun with the
self managed architecture workshop, we’ve been trying to develop, without ado, with
the means at our disposal and by associating anyone wishing to get involved, an
approach, which starting at the micro level, is able to provide another vision of the
city.7
Acting in the interstices
When new people come to these spaces we’ve initiated, very often they ask if they
can do such and such activity. And, before answering, we ask ourselves if this activity
could be done again by others later on, insofar as not to hinder the project. We’ve
come to understand, together with the users of these spaces, that the freedom of each
person to act in a mutual space is conditioned by the necessity to not hider someone
else’s freedom nor that of the whole project as a collective one. This way of acting
allows for the spatial coexistence of a “multitude in movement”.8 It’s a way that gives
the most autonomy and at the same time spatial coexistence of subjects, which can
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manifest their differences in a « permanent heterogenesis ».9 By the human
complexity put into play, « spatial acting » teaches us to manage the contradictions
that space contains. Inevitably these spaces will be contradictory by their content.
Acting spatial takes time. It is necessary to allow enough time for actively reinvesting
space; to spend time on location, to meet other people, to reinvent uses of free time, to
give oneself more and more time to share with others. Common desires can thus
emerge from these « shared moments », collective dynamics and projects to come.
Patiently, we had to rebuild practices in spaces void of use, which are no longer suited
to anyone. Lefebvre clearly distinguishes the difference in nature between space
produced by a bottom-up process, set-up by concerned users and space decided by
domineering mechanisms: « the user’s space is experienced, not represented
(conceived). Referring to the abstract space of skills (architects, urban planners,
planners), the space of tasks that users accomplish on a daily level is a tangible space.
Which means subjective. It is a space of « subjects » and not of calculations... ».10
Therefore, we are looking to set the conditions of a non-predetermined experience, of
a subjective experience which produces a collective narration of urban space through
daily activity.
In the space smoothed over by capitalism, we must imagine other spaces to invest:
grooves, cracks, breaches, loop-holes. We must multiply the modalities to act on the
edge, the margins, the borders. In permaculture, we refer to the « border effect »; the
« margin effect » and Clement reminds us that there is more life where environments
meet and overlap: «limits –interfaces, canopies, borders, thresholds, outskirts- in
themselves comprise biological layers. Their wealth is often superior to the
environments that they divide ».11 In the spaces of « biological depth », energy is
concentrated and intensified by difference, by the encounter with other species.
Likewise, in his quest for a definition of democratic space where we are not just
tolerant, indifferent of difference, but precisely where « those who differ are those
who matter », Richard Sennett refers to the multi-functional margin of the agora
(Stoas, Heliaia, etc.).12 He also talks about the difference between limited space and
fringed space, between « limit » (boundary) and « edge », « margin » (border),
defining the edge as something simultaneously resistant and porous. This double and
contradictory characteristic « resistant and porous » mirrors the intensity and
contradiction that characterize the paradoxical condition of the « edge ».
Like a metonymy of what happens inside, the limits and the enclosures of shared
spaces that we’ve built to this day always find another function, parallel and
contradictory: to let the view go through, to let the plants grow over, to expose, to
play, etc. In this way, a limit between two spaces is transformed into a space of
exchange; the separation is transformed into an interface for dialogue. We’ve replaced
existing opaque enclosures with neighbourhood enclosures, library enclosures,
pierced enclosures, gardened, lit…
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Alterotopical spaces
By looking for urban spaces available for “acting”, we’ve invested cracks and “inbetweens” that are also spaces that concentrate energy, are contradictory and porous.
Clement describes them as spaces that allow a stronger ecological wealth than welldefined landscapes. In an urban setting, the “in-between” is most often a neglected
area between two buildings, a hollow between two wholes. Clement tells us that these
cracks form a “tiers paysage” –“third landscape” which comprises “a territory for the
multiple species which find nowhere else to be.”13 It is the shape of space shared with
another: alterotopy. Foucault spoke of “heterotopias” as spaces that have “the power
to juxtapose in one real place many spaces and locations which are by themselves
incompatible,” “spaces of the other”.14 But the spaces we’re interested in,
“alterotopias”, are other spaces as much as spaces of “the other”, and spaces built and
shared “with others” with “those who differ from us and who are important to us”.
Acting spaces become spaces to question daily life, its potential, its barriers, its
imposed temporalities. By blaming the stereotypical mechanisms of conformed
spaces, these acting spaces can become spaces to dis-learn uses that are subservient to
capitalism and to relearn singular uses, by producing a collective and spatial
subjectivity proper to the invested subjects. Through the daily weaving of desires,
these micro-practices in space introduce other temporalities, other dynamics (longer,
random, collective and sometimes self-managed) thus comprising spaces, which
undergo continual transformation, “auto-poietical”.15
By investing the “on our doorsteps”, we create interstices, differences, in a
homogenised and abstract city. By overcoming the anonymous condition that we
usually find as soon as we leave the house, we can contribute to resubjectivate space.
From these spaces, proximity can acquire a familiar character; we meet familiar faces,
we say hello to some passers-by, we exchange words and phrases with neighbours.
Acting “at one’s doorstep” allows one to find a local anchorage. At a certain moment,
there is the risk to settle for this rediscovered social dimension and to limit oneself to
a local and closed-in social circle. Indeed, the acting spaces that we develop stay open
to transit, to intersecting with other subjectivities and dynamics from elsewhere;
stemming from the local, we work to set up spatial trans-local networks and make
them operational.16
By a functional and pragmatic mixture of spaces that would “normally” not intersect,
through a neighbourhood community that is active and permanent with “the other”,
this weaving of scales and trans-local positions enables a spatial alterotopic
production. It is a realistic utopia, such as Jasques Rancière describes it in his
analysis of the political project: “not the dazzling utopia of the distant island, of the
nowhere land, but the imperceptible utopia which consists in having two separate
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spaces coincide.”17 Through this practice of trans-local alterotopias, we can
reintroduce “the political dimension” in everyday space.
“agencement jardinier”/ gardening assemblage
For years, the children of families of African origin who regularly frequent ECObox
named the garden “gardening”. At first we thought it was some kind of infantile slang
or a linguistic error. Listening to them speak about the project as a place where they
can play, ride their bikes, garden, draw, play music…where they can do anything, we
came to understand their term. They had grasped the active character of space, the
permanent transformation of the project according to those who invest in it. It was
their way of defining acting in an auto-poietical space. The “acting” is always an
assemblage. What is important is the quality of this organisation, its “how”.
Gardening offers a model for a certain type of organisation, which takes into account
the singularities, implies patience, availability and the unexpected.
Auto-poïetical “acting” enables the setting up of a daily ecology via “agencement
jardinier”/gardening assemblages: organisational dynamics by neighbourhood
communities, conducive to exchanges, mobile, tolerant and cyclic. These are schemes
that come close to ecological dynamics whilst being adapted to an urban environment,
to small scales, to daily uses and practices. This mode of action by « agencement
jardinier » /gardening assemblage can, in time, produce a constituent space for modes
of collective processes and for a local political acting.
“Gardened space” contrasts to “modern” space produced by and experienced through
a pragmatic cut-out, which separates all heterogeneous elements: functions, users,
scales, etc. Because of these cut-outs, which bring about homogeneous, monovalent
spaces, without contradiction, when superimpositions of heterogeneous environments
and functions do occur, they are accidental and lead to conflict.
The gardening assemblage teaches us, via the different environments, to go from one
space to another, to change locations and to come back. Little by little, we were able
to link the heterogeneous spaces that we were building, together with their users, by
bringing about unusual encounters, bits of dialogue, doing and making together,
letting contradictions arise gently, learning about politics via heterogeneous
temporalities, dynamics and content. More than verbal and deliberative forms,
gardening assemblage encourages physical, visual, non-verbal practices; an
incorporated democracy, living together as a common body.18
Nevertheless, investing in spatial acting must enable one to stay free in his/her action,
free to change, to stop, to pass on. To be free of his/her acting can also mean to hand
over (a project, an action, a movement…) but also the possibility to interrupt, to
suspend, to introduce a (self)critical interval in his/her subjective journey.
Some of our projects introduce continuous temporary assemblages, based on the
mobility of the architectural devices (palette garden, mobile modules, constructions
which can be disassembled), that can move and be reinstalled many times, depending
on the spatial opportunities. They demonstrate that we can forge durability with the
temporary, from repetition and ritornellos that allow for a certain continuity (therefore
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a reinforcement) and at the same time for a reinstitution. Each time, it is just as much
the space that reinstitutes itself as it is the subjects that resubjectivise in gardens,
debates, exchanges, parties, political projects formulated collectively.
Synaptic subjectivity
Rancière noted that the group enables the appearance of a subject that thinks itself in
relationship to others, “the formation of a one that is not a oneself but a relationship of
a oneself with someone else”.19 The relationship with the other, the multiple possible
relationships within the group, enable the appearance of a multiple and differential
subjectivity.
The investment in a group project always goes through a strong initial motivation;
group spaces and projects that we’ve experienced “from the inside”20 allow
transversal and hybrid activities (a fluidness of spaces and a mobility in the
organisation, that by parallel uses makes it possible to cook and to participate just
after a debate or to do handy work and listen, in the same space, to a concert, etc.). To
frequent a diversity of activities and skills allows, at a certain moment, for a shift
towards other implications, something unexpected, brought about by collective
dynamics; people who at first come to garden can, little by little, get involved in
political dynamics.
These heterogeneous and porous subjectivities, specific to “in-between” environments
allow each person to have multiple transits and successive and temporary adherences
within different cultural, professional and social contexts.21 Thus, as Rancière states,
“the possibility, which is always open, of a new emergence from this ecliptic subject”,
which by “the renewal of actors and of forms of their actions” constitutes the
guarantee of democratic permanence.22 The social assimilation of this intermittent
condition must generate subjectivity that is continually organising itself through
multiple transversalities; constituting a “synaptic subject”, that is which functions like
a synapse: a body that receives and transmits flow.23
Synaptic subjectivities adapt to and manage interstices that comprise situations
conducive to the practice of democratic writing and for practicing the permanent
negotiation of the “democratic undetermined”.24 The undetermined character of these
interstices is structural, by including each person’s specific differences and
availabilities and by allowing anyone to actually get involved in democratic
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territoriality projects. These places can become the catalysers of “local democracy”
rebuilt and updated; then they can initiate connexions with other local projects,
introducing networks that carry a “trans-local democracy” and the birth of a large
scale collective subjectivity, while staying locally anchored; “a rhizomatic collective
subjectivity”. The construction of this rhizomatic subjectivity demands spatial microdevices that can be inserted in sterilized metropolitan contexts thus initiating the
resubjectivation processes. At the same time, these devices can contribute to rewriting
a different urban and political discourse.
Guattari pertinently noted the role of architecture among other instruments of
Integrated World Capitalism.25 Our tangible experiments showed us that any initiative
to adopt these devices by their users is essential for any political or societal project.
“Architecture is not only the walls, but especially the people that act within and
between these walls.” said a local participant in the ECObox project as he commented
on City Hall’s initiative to renovate the Pajol Market in order to put forward a
“beacon” project at the same time as the administrative services wished to evict,
without discussion, the collective practices that had developed there.26
Biopolitical creativity
If the metropolis has lately become, simply because it is “inhabited”, the privileged
place for biopolitical production27, it is “on one’s doorstep” that should be the new
factory’s cafeteria, the interstice within the space of production from whence a
political reconstruction can begin. But once started, this reconstruction is not void of
conditions. Just like any ecological space, these places are reversible; by loss of
interest, insufficient investment, they can quickly disappear, be adopted in unfair or
discretionary ways, become counter examples, and carry false discourses. In order to
preserve them, we must invent an ecological, molecular, collective and daily political
policy.
The metropolis is also, according to Negri, “biopolitical creativity”’s ground, acting at
all levels: social, cultural, and political. It is not necessarily visible because, being
modest in means and appearance, biopolitical creation swarms at the border of the
capitalist city in industrial wastelands, squats, “Centri Sociali”, encounters on the
corner of the street and street parties, temporary occupations, “TAZ”, “participative
platforms” and syndications. New practices are being invented in the cracks of
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existing practices and skills, organisational forms, lifestyles and ways of doing…28
Biopolitical creativity is at everyone’s reach. As Appadurai said: “Even the poorest of
the poor should have the privilege and the ability to take part in the works of the
imagination.” The question, he underlines, is if “we are able to create political policy
that acknowledges that.”29
Today, occupying an empty and unused space to live in under certain conditions, is
acknowledged as a legal priority over other criteria of spatial lawfulness; it is the
winter truce. We also feel that it is a priority for the metropolitan inhabitant to have
access to abandoned spaces for the length of their availability and open them for
collective uses that reinvest territory, which is ever more desubjectivated. With this
conviction, over the years we’ve opened a series of spaces that have been used by a
large number of people: inhabitants, artists, unemployed, students, architects, retired
men and women, researchers, activists, friends and neighbours. After two years of
operation, 80 families from the La Chapelle quarter (in Paris) had the keys to
ECObox; a few hundred people could therefore have access to a 2000m2 plot at any
time of the day and of the week, arranged in part as a garden and in part as a
workshop. These projects show the necessity of a legal acknowledgment, to open
private and public spaces for collective uses, and of a political recognition for the
social priorities in the management of metropolitan space, which is ever more subject
to market laws.
“Acting space” requires opening, working out, using spaces with “the other”, refuges
for social and political (bio)diversity, as well as the ecological care to keep fallow
spaces and practices, to spot and preserve territories for the dreams of tomorrow, for
us-others.
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